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Electron thermal transport of energy through a plasma plays an
important role in many areas of plasma physics.1 In laser–matter experiments, the laser energy is absorbed near the critical
surface and transported through the conduction zone by electrons to the ablation surface. This electron thermal transport
governs the energy flow through the conduction zone, which
determines the length of the conduction zone, the mass ablation
rate, and ultimately the energy coupled to the target through
the rocket effect. In inertial confinement fusion, where laser
beams are used to drive a spherical capsule,2 the mass ablation rate and the length of the conduction zone play a critical
role in mitigating hydrodynamic instabilities that could limit
the ultimate implosion performance.3 The conduction zone
provides a buffer between the high-intensity modulations in
the laser beam (speckles) and the ablation surface where these
modulations seed the Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) instability,4 while
the mass ablation reduces the growth of this instability by etching away the target material.2,5,6
A complete description of electron thermal transport
requires an understanding of both the laser–plasma interactions (e.g., inverse-bremsstrahlung, laser–plasma instabilities) and the conduction process. Laser–plasma interactions
depend strongly on the plasma properties and the plasma
properties depend on the laser–plasma interactions and the
thermal transport, so a complete model must resolve both the
laser wavelength scales and the kinetic motion of the plasma
over large spatial scales. Historically, large hydrodynamic
simulations have been limited to laser absorption by inversebremsstrahlung and Spitzer–Härm heat-transport models7
that use the local plasma conditions to calculate the laser
absorption and heat flux. To account for the physics neglected
in these simulations (e.g., laser–plasma instabilities, magnetic
fields, and non-Maxwellian distribution functions), the flux
was typically limited to a fraction of the free-streaming flux
1/2
[q fs = n e Te `Te m ej , where n e, Te, and m e are the electron density, temperature, and mass, respectively].8 Early
experiments indicated that limiting the flux to 6% of the
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free-streaming flux reproduced time-integrated observables,8
but to replicate the target trajectories, a time-dependent flux
limiter was required.9–11
To more accurately calculate the heat flux, nonlocal thermaltransport models have been developed.12–15 These models
account for high-energy electrons that deposit their energy over
a large distance, which tends to increase the mass ablation rate
and the size of the conduction zone, but direct measurements
of these effects are limited. Nonlocal thermal-transport models
were required to accurately calculate the heat-wave propagation
in relatively simple single-beam gas–target experiments16 and
to simultaneously reproduce the shock timing and perturbation
growth in more-sophisticated planar-target experiments.15,17
Recent implosion experiments have shown that nonlocal thermal
transport15 and cross-beam energy transfer (CBET) models18
must be used to reproduce the coronal plasma conditions and
the absorbed laser power.19 The mass ablation rates in spherical
targets were measured using spectroscopic techniques,20,21 but
these measurements were not able to constrain the thermaltransport models and the ablation pressure in imploding targets,
in part because of the sensitivity to perturbations at the ablation
surface and the lack of trajectory measurements.
This article presents measurements of the conduction-zone
length and the mass ablation rate in a direct-drive implosion.
The spherical target was constructed with a thin CD ablator
containing a thick cryogenic DT ice layer that enabled the use
of a novel technique to measure the average mass ablation rate
of the CD (7.95!0.3 ng/ns) and the conduction-zone length
(110!20 n m) at the time when the laser light begins to be
deposited in the ice layer. These measurements coupled with the
simultaneous measurements of the absorbed laser power and
ablation-front trajectory fully constrain the electron thermal
transport. Hydrodynamic simulations that use nonlocal thermal transport and CBET models reproduce the experimental
observables, while hydrodynamic simulations that use a timedependent flux-limited model reproduce the shell trajectory
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The total unabsorbed laser energy was measured by five
calorimeters located around the target chamber with an absolute uncertainty of 5%. The scattered-light spectra were measured at four locations by multiplexing the signal into a 1.5-m
spectrometer with a high-dynamic-range streak camera. The
system has a 100-ps full width at half maximum (FWHM)
temporal resolution and a 0.3-Å FWHM spectral resolution.
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Figure 141.5(c) shows the calculated x-ray self-emission
profile after the laser has burned through the outer CD layer
(black curve). The outer peak in this profile corresponds to the
radius of the CD/DT interface. The flux at the detector increases
with decreasing radius as a result of the increasing integration
length along the line of sight of the diagnostic [orange region
in Fig. 141.5(b)]. This line-integrated flux begins to decrease at
the CD/DT interface because the DT x-ray emission is reduced
relative to the CD emission. The flux increases between the
CD/DT interface and the ablation surface [blue region of
Fig. 141.5(b)] because of the radially increasing density. When
the electron temperature drops below 100 eV (ablation surface),
the emission of >1-keV x rays approaches zero and the x rays
emitted on the opposite side of the target from the detector are
absorbed. This results in a rapid decrease in the line-integrated
flux over a few microns, providing an excellent measure of the
ablation surface’s location.28
Figure 141.6 shows the emission profiles that were azimuthally averaged over 360° and were determined from the self-
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The experiments employed 60 ultraviolet (m0 = 351 nm)
laser beams at the Omega Laser Facility.22 The laser beams
uniformly illuminated the target and were smoothed by polarization smoothing,23 smoothing by spectral dispersion,24 and
distributed phase plates25 (fourth-order super-Gaussian with
95% of the energy contained within the initial target diameter).
Two 100-ps-long pickets were used to set the target implosion
onto a low adiabat (a = 2.8) (Ref. 26) followed by a 2-ns pulse
that drove the target to its final velocity [Fig. 141.5(a)]. The total
energy of the laser was 24.4!0.2 kJ, which resulted in a maximum on-target overlapped intensity of 1 # 1015 W/cm2. The
target had an 868-nm outer diameter with a 7.2-nm-thick CD
ablator (18.6!0.6 ng) containing a 62.8-nm-thick cryogenic
DT ice layer (28.3!0.6 ng).

The recently developed self-emission x-ray imaging technique28 was used to simultaneously measure the CD/DT
interface and the ablation-surface trajectories [Fig. 141.5(b)].
The soft x rays emitted by the imploding target were integrated
over 40 ps and imaged with an array of 20-nm-diam pinholes
onto a four-strip fast x-ray framing camera (XRFC),29 with a
6 # magnification. The absolute timing of the measurements
was known to an accuracy of 30 ps and the interstrip timing
was determined within 5 ps (Ref. 30).

Density (g/cm3)

and the absorbed laser power, but underestimate the mass
ablation rate by +10% and the length of the conduction zone by
nearly a factor of 2. These results highlight the importance of
developing multidimensional hydrodynamic codes that include
CBET and nonlocal thermal-transport models for studying
hydrodynamic instabilities to accurately calculate the mass
ablation rate and the conduction zone length.

Figure 141.5
(a) The laser pulse shape (black curve) is shown along with a comparison of the measured time-resolved scattered-light power (green curve), calculated with
hydrodynamic simulation using the nonlocal thermal transport and cross-beam energy transfer (CBET) models (red curve) and using the time-dependent
flux-limiter model (blue curve). (b) Self-emission x-ray image calculated after the laser has burned through the outer CD layer. The image contains two rings:
the inner ring correspon2ds to the emission at the ablation surface (dashed lines) and the outer ring corresponds to the emission at the CD/DT interface (dotted–dashed line). (c) Comparison of the density profile (the blue curve corresponds to DT and the orange curve corresponds to CD), normalized temperature
profile (green curve), and normalized self-emission lineout (black curve) calculated 460 ps after the laser has burned through the outer CD layer. In (b) and
(c), the x-ray self-emission was calculated by post-processing the hydrodynamic simulation with Spect3D.27
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emission images. The center of each image was determined
iteratively. Intensity profiles were taken along chords through
the center of the image and azimuthally averaged over 20°.
The radial shifts between the 360°-averaged emission profile
and each 20°-averaged emission profile were determined
by |2 analysis. A contour was defined by adding the radial
shifts to the radius of the peak intensity determined from the
360°-averaged profile. A new center was calculated by comparing this contour to a circle using a |2 analysis. This process
was repeated until the center changed by no more than 0.1 nm.
A standard deviation <3 nm was obtained in the position of
each 20°-averaged emission profile relative to the 360°-averaged emission profile [black line in Figs. 141.6(a), 141.6(c),
and 141.6(e)]. This resulted in a negligible spatial convolution
to the 360°-averaged emission profiles (about the size of this
measured standard deviation).
Figure 141.7 shows the measured CD/DT interface and
ablation-front trajectories. At t = 2.34!0.05 ns, the CD begins
to expand from the ablation surface, indicating that the initial
18.6!0.6 ng of CD has been ablated. This results in an averaged
mass ablation rate of 7.95!0.3 ng/ns. At this time, the mass of
the shell corresponds to the difference in the initial mass of the
DT layer (28.3!0.6 ng) and the DT that has been released into
LLE Review, Volume 141

Figure 141.6
[(a),(c),(e)] Self-emission images and [(b),(d),(f)] profiles
azimuthally averaged over 360° (black line) measured at
[(a),(b)] t = 2.2 ns, [(c),(d)] t = 2.5 ns, and [(e),(f)] t = 2.6 ns.
[(a),(c),(e)] The positions of the radial shifts added to the peak
intensity determined in the 360°-averaged profile are plotted
(black line). [(b),(d),(f)] The self-emission profiles (dashed
red lines), the position of the ablation front (dashed blue line),
and the position of the CD/DT interface (dashed-dotted
green line) calculated with the hydrodynamic simulations
using the nonlocal thermal transport and CBET models. The
calculated profiles were convolved using the point-spread
function of the diagnostic.28,31
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Figure 141.7
Measured ablation front (squares) and CD/DT interface (diamond) trajectories
are plotted (left axis) on top of the measured scattered-light spectrum (right
axis). Third-order polynomials are fit to the ablation front (solid curve) and
to the CD/DT interface (dashed curve). The CD is ablated at 2.34 ns when the
CD/DT interface separates from the ablation surface (dashed–dotted line).
The 5% intensity contour is used to determine the maximum wavelength shift
(dashed curve). The rapid increase in wavelength shift at 2.8 ns is a result of
the CD/DT interface crossing the critical-density surface. The length of the
conduction zone is determined from the distance between the ablation surface
and CD/DT interface at the time when the interface crosses the critical-density
surface (black double arrow).
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The distance between the CD/DT interface and the ablation surface at the time when the CD/DT interface reaches the
critical surface (absorption region) provides a measure of the
length of the conduction zone. The unabsorbed light with the
maximum red-shifted wavelength (dashed curve in Fig. 141.7)
results from rays with their turning point near the critical surface. The jump in the maximum red-shifted wavelength from
1.7 Å to 3 Å (Fig. 141.7) observed at t = 2.87 ns (half-intensity
point in the rise of the shift) corresponds to the time when the
CD/DT interface reaches the turning point of the unabsorbed
light. It is a result of a jump in the radial position of the critical
density between the CD and the DT (the difference in A Z ,
combined with the continuity of the mass flux results in a jump
in the electron density). Because the turning point in DT is
closer to the ablation surface than in CD, the inward velocity of
the turning point is larger in DT, leading to a larger frequency
shift.32 When accounting for the distance between the critical
surface and this turning point (simulations show +70 ps), the
CD/DT interface is determined to reach the critical surface at
t = 2.8!0.05 ns. At this time the length of the conduction zone
is 110!20 n m. The error bar corresponds to the simulated

Figure 141.8(a) shows an excellent agreement between the
measured and the simulated trajectories when the LILAC33
simulation uses nonlocal thermal transport and CBET models.
This is consistent with the good agreement observed in the
self-emission profiles (Fig. 141.6). The small differences in
the profiles observed in Figs. 141.6(d) and 141.6(f) are likely a

Radius (nm)

The CD burnthrough time is confirmed by the scatteredlight spectra, where a flattening of the maximum shifted scatter
light (Fig. 141.7) is observed at t + 2.35!0.1 ns, indicating that
the acceleration of the critical-density surface is reduced. This
is a consequence of the increased length of the conduction zone
that occurs when the DT begins to ablate. At this time the mass
ablation rate increases because of an increase in A Z , where
A is the averaged atomic mass and Z is the averaged atomic
number near the ablation surface.32

variation of the distance between the ablation front and the CD/
DT interface over the 50-ps uncertainty in the measurement.

CD mass ablation rate (ng/ns)

the hot spot (simulations indicate + 0.4 ng). The ablation front
and CD/DT interface trajectories were determined following
the method described in Ref. 31, where a detailed analysis of
the instrument function and opacities quantify the positions of
the ablation front and the material interface. The ablation front
is located 3 n m inward from the inner peak [Fig. 141.6(b)].
Through most of the implosion, the CD/DT interface is best
tracked by the peak [Fig. 141.6(d)], but when the intensities of
the inner and outer peaks are comparable [Fig. 141.6(f)], the
outer peak becomes an edge, so a robust criterion was developed to determine the position of the interface. The maximum
slope averaged over 30 nm along the outer edge of the profile
is determined, extended beyond the interface radius and the
interface position corresponds to the point where the measured
intensity deviates from the extended line by 10% (Ref. 31).

E23763JR

Figure 141.8
(a) Comparison of the measured ablation front (squares) and CD/DT interface
(circles) trajectories with ablation front (solid red curve) and the CD/DT interface (dashed–dotted red curve) calculated using a simulation that includes
nonlocal thermal transport and cross-beam energy transfer models (NL +
CBET) and the CD/DT interface trajectory calculated using a simulation
with a time-dependent, flux-limited (FL) thermal-transport model (dashed red
curve). The flux limiter was adapted to have the ablation-front radius match
the measured ablation front at each time. The laser pulse (black curve) corresponds to the right axis. (b) Comparison of the averaged mass ablation rate
of the CD (solid squares) and the size of the conduction zone (open circles)
measured at t = 2.8 ns with simulations that use nonlocal thermal transport
and CBET models and a time-dependent flux-limiter model.
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result of perturbation growth at the CD/DT interface, but this
has a negligible effect on measuring the interface trajectories.31
Excellent agreement between the measured and simulated CD
burnthrough times indicates that the averaged mass ablation
rate of the CD is well modeled. These measurements of the
averaged mass ablation rate, the shell trajectory, and the laser
absorption significantly constrain the hydrodynamic modeling,
as evident by the simulation performed using a Spitzer–Härm
heat-transport model [Fig. 141.8(a)]. In this simulation, the flux
limiter was varied at each time step to match the measured
shell trajectory. With this model, the laser burns through the
outer CD layer 250 ps later than in the measurements, indicating that the averaged mass ablation rate is underestimated by
10% [Fig. 141.8(b)]. This results in a more-massive shell and
an overestimate of the shell’s kinetic energy by 10%. At maximum compression, the mass of the shell calculated by the two
models differs by 26%. These results show that time-dependent
flux-limiter simulations cannot reproduce simultaneously the
shell mass and trajectory.
The measured and calculated sizes of the conduction zone
at t = 2.8 ns are compared in Fig. 141.8(b). Excellent agreement is obtained when the simulation uses nonlocal thermal
transport and CBET models. When using a time-dependent
flux limiter, the lower thermal flux reduces the conduction zone
to 58 nm, which corresponds to nearly a factor of 2 smaller
than measured.
In summary, the size of the conduction zone, the mass
ablation rate, the shell trajectory, and the absorbed laser power
were measured in direct-drive cryogenic experiments. These
measurements quantify the electron thermal transport from the
laser-absorption region to the ablation front. Hydrodynamic
simulations that include nonlocal thermal transport and CBET
models accurately reproduce these experimental observables.
When a time-dependent flux limiter was used to match the
measured shell trajectory, the laser absorption was well reproduced, but the mass ablation rate was underestimated by +10%
and the conduction-zone length by nearly a factor of 2. These
results highlight the importance of developing multidimensional hydrodynamic codes that include CBET and nonlocal
thermal-transport models to accurately determine the energy
flow between the laser-absorption region and the ablation
surface, particularly when studying effects that depend on the
mass ablation rate. For example, when studying the effects of
the RT instability on target performance using hydrodynamic
simulations that use Spitzer–Härm thermal transport with a
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time-dependent flux limiter adjusted to match the shell trajectory, the mass ablation rate is underestimated, leading to a
shorter conduction zone. The shorter conduction zone produces
a higher level of laser imprint, which seeds the RT instability,
while the lower mass ablation rate underestimates the reduction in the perturbation growth at the ablation surface. Both
of these errors overestimate the effects of the RT instability
on target performance.
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